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In the following paper, we will advance a succinct description of Object-Oriented Ontology, its 

main thesis, and entailments to the theoretical engagement with “thinking the real” beyond human 

experience. In doing so, we plan on building on the phenomenological tradition’s divergences OOO 

attempts at overcoming by having a look at some of the advanced critiques of the novel ontological 

model and as we will advance ourselves, understand that OOO in fact misses the “in-itself” of 

objects and is largely, very Kantian and subjective in its formation. 

A sub-branch of speculative realism (SR), Object-Oriented Ontology (OOO from this point 

forward) adheres to a realist vantage point in its project constructed upon a critique, beginning with, 

and marked as the primal focus on the refutation, of correlationism. The notion essentially 

underlines ‘the idea [that] we only ever have access to the correlation between thinking and being, 

and never to either term considered apart from the other’ (Meillassoux 2012: 5) drawing out its 

main premises. It is as such that the “Kantian revolution” in its plethora of post-kantian paradigms 

including, most especially, the phenomenological school of thought, by focusing on the set of 

conditions for human knowledge and by undercutting a limit, denying access to the fully real, 

features as a regrettable “catastrophe” that SR reaches to overcome. That is, from SR’s perspective, 

the claim that the world itself cannot be reduced to the mere dimension of human-centric access. It 

does not merely stipulate the conviction of the “inaccessible” world but seeks to overlap the limits 

of traditional realism in its speculative essence, therefore conjugating the (human) being beyond a 

set of categories in thought and knowledge (Harman 2012: 185). Destituting the anthropocentric 

vector by disagreeing with the consequences of correlationism is what SR and by a subsequent 

margin OOO aims to pursue. Graham Harman, leading thinker on the matter of OOO posits as such 



that by withholding onto Kantian finitude, it is his aim to broaden the horizon beyond the 

“philosophically privileged” human-world relation (Harman 2012: 186) . 1

 

Calling it “weird” realism Harman poses that by escaping the human-centric bias and reverse the 

Kantian curse “duopoly” that phenomenology reinforces , we ought to appeal to the model of a “flat 2

ontology”, which for one “objectifies” every-thing and places them independently of any system of 

values that could delegate authority or supremacy over one another. The option for equality stems 

from Harman’s insistence that phenomenology time and time again has failed to acknowledge the I 

within the wet noodle, by being too restrictive in its human-centered optics. It is in OOO’s argument 

of phenomenology’s alleged anti-realism that chains us to the phenomenal and pursues its anti-

correlationist that Dan Zahavi analyses and advances in clear-cut points the weirdness’ simplicity 

and misinterpretation. Harman’s OOO argues that phenomenology by confining itself to sensual 

objects alone gives in to an idealist core and exorcises real objects from it. Or Zahavi quickly 

underlines the statement’s superficial layer - “This criticism is unconvincing. It is an obvious non 

sequitur to argue that since some objects of intentionality are non-existing, all objects of 

intentionality are non-existing (or unreal).” (Dan Zahavi 2016: 10). It is the husserlian assertion 

positing no exclusionary behavior between concepts that marks a crevasse in the SR-oriented 

dispute. Not all intentional objects are real, but if one intended object does exists it is this our real 

and intentional object. For Zahavi it is indeed the criticism of phenomenology’s anti-realist 

orientation that OOO engages that troubles him, for it appears to purposefully leave out matters in 

the scope of intentionality, self-consciousness, imagination, etc that could aim towards meaningful 

dialogue.  

 We ought to offer some briefings inside Harman’s OOO that do not befit the main text as it is a mere note 1

on the phenomenological correlations and critique of the movement. Yet we need to see that Harman 
establishes the expectancy horizon for a world made entirely of objects and reaches out his primary 
classification: that there are physical object but also fictional objects and institutes a gap between objects of 
mere thought (sensual objects) and independent objects (real objects). His polypsychist definition underlines 
the notion that every object possesses a psyche once entered within a relation, operating a plural view (going 
contra any form of monism), but which holds no hierarchy between the objects. Likewise, Harman invokes 
an ontology of separation by defining qualities as separate and detached from the object (completing his 
fourfold classification with real qualities, respectively sensual qualities). We can view it as quite a 
problematic theory, since we find it hard to conceive an object as separate from its very qualities, as opposed 
to Husserl’s phenomenological take where qualities and the object are perceived together. For more see 
Harman, Graham (2011). The quadruple object.

 And here we pinpoint that by being correlationist, phenomenology is imbued with the hostiliy thinkers of 2

SR nurture. One only need to look at the earliest examples in husserlian thought: “The first breakthrough of 
this universal a priori of correlation between experienced object and manners of givenness (which occurred 
during work on my Logical Investigations around 1898) affected me so deeply that my whole subsequent 
life-work has been dominated by the task of systematically elaborating on this a priori of correlation” 
(Husserl 1970, 166). For more examples see Dan Zahavi 2016: 5. 



 

Moreover, the realist agenda it engages appears to incline, in the philosopher’s words, to a 

“paradoxical revival of something akin to Kant’s noumenal realm” (Dan Zahavi 2016: 15). This 

latter statement is what we choose to expand on in the following lines. Harman presented us with 

his fourfold classification credentials, first with the “real and sensual objects” - where the former is 

autonomous and free of all relation while the latter is merely available to our perception (and we 

can already have an attempt at seeing how this difference has already been of concern in Kant’s 

Critique when describing the noumena-phenomena sphere). For OOO that withstands its rebuke of 

kantianism by pursuing a relation-free domain, it is unclear how in itself this detours from an 

adoption of those very relations in the first place. Kant’s argument holds experience as merely a 

“possibility” where categories, roughly said, act as filters in an attempt to help us make sense of the 

world around us, and thus translate our experience to ourselves.  

 

Harman asks us to suspend disbelief undergoing from our “seeded” anthropocentric preconceptions 

and attempt at “thinking what we cannot think”, and reassure us that by repurposing the realist take 

that we ought to think of objects as they are outside our psyche. But this is, yet again, hugely 

Kantian at heart (Immanuel Kant 1965: 161). As the latter philosopher has continuously questioned 

the realms of our experiences, including differentiating the thinking of an object from knowing said 

object, and goes on to develop on that in his writings. Briefly, he advances upon the possibilities of 

conceiving that which we cannot experience - of thinking noumena by our imaginative means and 

thus close the unconditioned-conditioned gap by relying on media; such as allusion. That as well it 

is the centerfold of Harman’s thesis - that we adopt alternative ways of thinking the unthinkable 

(roughly put) in the object world.  

 

On the final stretch of our brief sketch, we can finally hope to see how rather than turning the 

subjects into objects, in OOO the objects become the subjects, as now under the established regime 

meant to sensitize and cultivate us away from the human-centric hubristic overview, we yet find 

ourselves in an equally subjectified standing. Under the facet of self-proclaimed new thinking, we 

see but a revitalization of the same old same old subject-object juxtaposition. This is still a human-

being’s philosophy where the hope for refuting subjectivism and engage in the “aestheticized” 

realm proclaimed by OOO theorists comes as a puzzling desire when attempting to construct a 

vocabulary integrating the I of the rocks, or bacteria, or dishwasher. Enveloping those very human 



qualities to the non-human under the guise of ontological “weirdness” appears unconvincing as of 

now.  

 

It is Harman after all who posited the vanguard of aesthetics over ethics: “The ethical relation to 

other humans is merely a special case of substances communicating without touching. Aesthetics is 

"first philosophy", because the key problem of metaphysics has turned out to be as follows: how do 

individual substances interact in their proximity to one another?” (Harman 2007: 30). This primal 

appeal merely suggests OOO’s disengagement with any substantial concerns towards the ethical and 

moral dimensions.  

 

To conclude, in our short endeavor we merely wished to sketch a few directorial lines from and 

(not) towards OOO. We did so by posing OOO’s main thesis and pursuit and engaged a 

phenomenological assessment of its core mechanisms (coming from Dan Zahavi’s paper as well as 

solely dispel, to a degree, its anti-kantianism premise), and ultimately exposed its theoretical 

shallowness marked by a displaced set axioms and priorities.  
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